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 MESSAGE FROM THE PRINCIPAL 
“The greatness of a community is most accurately measured  

by the compassionate actions of its members.” 
Coretta Scott King 

The launch of a new academic year is an exciting time of new beginnings.  Thank you for 
your patience with regard to the phased return designed to keep everyone as safe as 
possible.  It has been a joy to have face to face assemblies twice over with each year 
group since last week.  Experiencing our community back together in a way we have not 
experienced since February 2020 is a great platform from which to launch our next 
phase of academic and social recovery.  Our results this summer were superb and a 
great credit to the tenacity and hard work of pupils and staff alike.  Our end in mind is 
for your child to achieve their best and our curriculum is designed for breadth and 
opportunity.  It has always been my belief that a strong culture rooted in shared values is 
the key to success and our culture continues to mature and strengthen and our 
outcomes continue to improve.  As we progress into this new term together let us linger 
over Coretta Scott King’s words of wisdom; kindness is the most misunderstood value 
and arguably the most essential in unlocking the potential of others.  

J Hughes-Williams, Principal 

TIMINGS OF THE SCHOOL 
DAY 
We have reverted to the timings of 
previous years.  We realize that some of 
our students have never experienced 
this structure and many other students 
will have forgotten given 18 months of 
disruption.  Here are the timings of the 
school day this year: 

08:50 Warning Bell 
08:55–09:20 Registration - register 

taken 08:55 sharp 
09:20–10:20 Period 1 
10:20–11:20 Period 2 
11:20–11:45 Break 
11:45–12:45 Period 3 
12:45–13:45 Period 4 
13:45–14:25 Lunch 
14:25–15:25 Period 5 

UNIFORM REMINDER 

We had some beautiful weather in the 
first week of term and we all know that 
as we move through September the 
weather will become cooler and more 
unpredictable.  As this happens it is 
understandable that students will want 
to wear a layer in addition to a shirt and 
blazer.  The uniform policy provides for 
this stating that the following warmer 
items are part of the uniform: 

• Black or grey long sleeved V-
necked pullover or cardigan 
(no logos or sweatshirts). 

Blazers should be brought to school 
every day and must be worn. 

 SCHOOL CANTEEN 

With a return to one break time and lunch 
time for all, our service points can be under 
pressure at serving times.  One way to 
ensure that your child has the food they 
would like that day is to pre-order.  Not 
only will this mean that they get the meal 
or snack that they want but it also means 
that they can avoid the longer queues and 
collect their order from the pre-order 
service point.  

 In the light of feedback AiP are 
tweaking their pre-ordering service to 
make it quicker and simpler and we will 
be in touch with a revised pre-order 
form soon.  In the mean time please 
continue to use the form on the 
website.  The deadline for orders will be 
3pm on the Friday of the week before. 
The week commencing 20 September 
will be week 3 in the cycle. 

• Find order forms here: Menus 
and Order Forms 

Contact our catering team on:  

• aip@heart-england.co.uk 

 MOBILE PHONES 
We understand why many parents wish 
their child to bring a mobile phone to 
school.  If a child has their phone in school 
they must remember that it should not be 
seen or heard.  Having it on silent or flight 
mode is the best way to avoid distractions.  
If a child has their mobile phone out in 
lessons it will be confiscated for the rest of 
the day.  If a child is seen with their phone 
out at social time they will be given a 
verbal warning and if they are seen with 
their phone out again it will be confiscated.   

Mobiles are a huge distraction during 
the day and while they can help parents 
and children feel reassured that they 
can stay in contact, this is usually not 
helpful during the day.  If a child is 
upset or ill they should speak to an 
adult in the building rather than 
phoning a parent or carer.  Such an 
action actually makes it harder for us to 
look after children and undermines 
systems in school.  Smart watches 
should not be worn to school. 

http://www.heart-england.co.uk/
https://twitter.com/HoE_School
https://heart-england.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/187-03f-Uniform-and-Appearance-Policy-July-2020.pdf
https://heart-england.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Catering-Return-to-School-2021-V3.pdf
https://heart-england.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Catering-Return-to-School-2021-V3.pdf
mailto:aip@heart-england.co.uk


 

CHANGES IN PERSONNEL 
We wrote to you in July outlining changes to our structures and systems this year.  As a recap, here is the information: 

Year Group Academic Manager Pastoral Manager 

7 Miss Lancaster Mrs Yates 

8 Miss Roberts Mrs Lee 

9 Mrs Henton Mrs Lydster 

10 Mr Crawford Mrs Greenaway 

11 Miss Walters Mrs Holdgate 

In addition to this, among other new staff, we welcome some new Curriculum Leaders this year.  

Mr Barron de Burgh is the new Curriculum Leader of Science and Miss Deakin is the new Curriculum Leader of Art.  Many of you will 
already know Miss Whittock who is now the new Curriculum Leader of Religious Studies as well as overseeing Relationships and Sexual 
Education and Health Education.   

Mr Haston is now Assistant Principal with a focus on assessment, reporting and Key Stage 3 progress. Assistant Principal Miss Owen 
retains an overview of Key Stage 4 progress and also adds SEND provision to her portfolio.  Our Assistant Principal Mr Hawkes also has a 
changed role and now leads on community, educational experiences outside of the classroom and the day to day running of the school.   

Our Vice Principal Mr Bennett has changed roles and will now oversee student behaviour and welfare and in the summary below 
outlines how the behaviour system and rewards and sanctions will operate this year.  This will be updated in our behaviour policy on the 
school website in due course. 

HEART OF ENGLAND BEHAVIOUR SYSTEM 
As you will be aware, our behaviour system is built on the 
very clear expectation of CALM (Completing work, Arriving 
at lessons on time fully equipped, Listening to and following 
instructions and Making the correct choice).  To further 
reflect and embed this, all merits and demerits will be linked 
to these expectations with CALM Merits being worth 2 
points and a demerit being -1.  Those students who exhibit 
our core values of Kindness, Honesty, Determination, 
Humour and Courage will be awarded a Merit worth 3 
points.  Over the coming half term we will be doing further 
work with student around the Rewards system. 

This week it has also been explained to students that should they amass 3 or more demerits during the course of the day, they will 
have a 15 minute breaktime detention the following day; these students will be identified when we run our report at 4pm each day. 

Students were also informed about the detention schedule that will be in operation.  Your child’s teachers, should the need arise, 
have the option of setting a Curriculum detention for 15 minutes at social time if they deem this necessary.  Academic and Pastoral 
Managers also have the option of setting an after school, 30 minute School detention (Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday) or, for more 
serious breaches or ongoing challenging behaviour, Senior detention will run on a Friday evening for one hour. 

WHO DO I CONTACT? 
My child is ill: Please communicate any student sickness absence before 9.00am via the sickness 
absence line (telephone 01676 535222 Option 1) or through Insight. 

COVID test results: a dedicated email address has been set up to communicate COVID test results 
covid@heart-england.co.uk or alternatively telephone the main switchboard on the number 
above and speak to reception. 

I have a concern about my child: Please contact your child’s tutor in the first instance.  These are 
teaching members of staff so either leave a message on reception for them to phone or drop an 
email via Insight. 

I can’t login to Insight: or have lost my username.  Please contact insight@heart-england.co.uk 
for help with access.  There is also a guide to Insight on the school website here. 

I want to support my child at home: what can I do?  In KS3 you will shortly receive notification of 
the Curriculum & Assessment Booklet for each year.  This will be a live document for each subject 
specifying topics, details of assessments and resources to support at home. 

For students in KS4 you will shortly be receiving key information from the Academic Managers regarding GCSEs and ways that you can 
support at home.  There will also be communication regarding revision materials that we hope will be helpful. 

Contact Us Webpage: https://heart-england.co.uk/contact-us/ 
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